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“It is in the shelter of each other that the
people live.” (An Irish Proverb)
Derick Wilson
The Corrymeela Community

NORTHERN IRELAND IS AN ‘ETHNIC FRONTIER’ SOCIETY
A PLACE WHERE ‘FEAR AND ANTAGONISM’ DOMINATE RELATIONSHIPS
Northern Ireland (NI) is ‘a beautiful but sometimes bitter place’ on the edge of
Europe-an ‘ethnic frontier’ 1 area, historically locked between the previously
competing, but now benign, nationalisms of Britain and Ireland.
Our relationships are shaped by fear and antagonism, the poisoned fruits of an
ethnic frontier, where no side can win exclusively.
In our recent conflict 3720 people have been killed2 and 47,451 injured3 in a
population of 1.81 million. We still struggle to honour the terms of the,
internationally guaranteed, 1998 Peace Agreement.

“Corrymeela is people, young people, middle aged and old people, we are people
of doctrine and people of doubt. We engage with the differences in our world. We
disagree with each other, and we seek to disagree agreeably. We know we are
part of the problems of the world. We work hard to be part of the solution. We are
people of prayers and people of protest, curiosity and questioning, work and
learning.” (Padraig O’Tuama, Leader, Corrymeela Community)

THE CORRYMEELA COMMUNITY OF RECONCILIATION
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I have been invited to share some of the experiences of a small reconciliation
community, The Corrymeela Community, in Northern Ireland, probably the oldest
reconciliation group in Ireland, was founded in 1965 before the outbreak of violence
on 5th October, 1968.
A small group of students, business people, trade union members, lay people and
clergy came together in Northern Ireland, to establish a dispersed voluntary
ecumenical community of people committed to promote reconciliation.
The group, with little money of their own, secured interest free loans and bought a
derelict hostel on a cliff top for £8000! The Corrymeela Centre was to become a
residential learning centre linked to locality-based programmes:




where children and young people from different catholic and protestant schools
would come away together for residential weeks;
where area based youth programmes in different catholic and protestant areas
would join up and work together;
where people of all ages and from all walks of life would come to work together,
study, argue and discuss how a more open and reconciled society could be
established in NI.

The group believed it was important to establish an open meeting space, a ‘contrast’
to many other places specifically associated with the different conflicting traditions
in Northern Ireland which promoted the message that “it is safer to stay with your
own”.
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WHAT CORRYMEELA BELIEVES
PEOPLE CAN TRANSFORM DIVISION THROUGH HUMAN ENCOUNTER
Now we are a community of 150 people from Catholic and Protestant traditions and
diverse political and cultural backgrounds who, with our year-long international
volunteers offer 80,000 hours of voluntary effort. Annually members, volunteers and
our staff team host around 10, 000 international and local people for day, overnight,
weekend and week long programmes around our overarching theme of “Living Well
Together”.
Our learning approaches are driven by our core experiences over years, that “people
can transform division through human encounter”. We know that lasting and
unexpected relationships can and have been made between people and have lasted
for many years.
“The older woman smiled and welcomed the two men and asked them if they wanted
dinner, having travelled to the Centre. They said that would be great and she served
them. The men had joined a conference made up of victims and survivors of the NI
conflict; 18 years served former prisoners from the historically opposed paramilitary
traditions; disabled police officers and members of civil society groups.
The next morning the same woman, Maura, was introduced to the group as a main
speaker and she spoke about being the mother of her son Gerard who had been killed
by a loyalist paramilitary group whilst coming out of his Catholic church, having been
to pray before his exams. The Anniversary of his murder was that same day.
Maura believed that if ‘she had a cross to bear’ she would rather be the mother of
someone who was killed than someone who had killed. As she told this story the two
men rose from their seats and went out of the building, looking a little shaken. They
told me that they remembered many years ago, when they were teenagers, a cheer
had gone up in their street because a Catholic had been killed. “I never thought
about that event since, one said. And I would have never dreamed of being served a
meal and treated so well by the mother of that boy-never ever in a thousand years.
Meeting her, I am so ashamed of what went on then.”

“ I AM MORE THAN MY BELIEFS ”
Expressions of religious and political identity often freeze relationships between us,
leading people to subscribe, mistakenly, to a cultural common sense that ‘my beliefs
and identities’ are everything.
Conflicts narrow the space between different people: escalating conflicts use up our
differences; conflicts demean us; conflicts drive out our capacity for compassion and
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empathy; conflicts, too quickly, make beliefs and positions ‘sacreds’ and nonnegotiable4.
And yet in new relationships of trust we can be renewed. I am more than my beliefs.
“In a private meeting a local politician in a study group unexpectedly apologises to
his political rival for misusing his power in favour of his own tradition. After some
moments the political rival expresses regret for having been involved in violence at
an earlier time!”
A new reality was experienced between them and those who heard the exchange.

THE ROOTS OF CORRYMEELA WERE MULTIPLE
The founder Ray Davey was a Prisoner of War for three years in North Africa, Italy
and eventually in Dresden, when it was carpet-bombed5. He experienced the power
of living in a diverse community keeping hope alive for many prisoners.
After the war, Ray believed that the children of former enemies should meet
together. He established home exchanges between German and Northern Irish
students, something almost unthinkable in those post war years.
Ray challenged the secretive, polite, culture in Northern Ireland that was deforming
our society reinforced by judgemental political, religious and cultural belief systems
fostering a culture of separation, avoidance and politeness between people.
Ray belonged to that wider inclusive ecumenical Christian tradition of reconciliation
in Europe post WW26 that was shaped by many people who had protected members
of the Jewish Community and opposed Hitler.
Ray believed:
that people have human agency -we can make change happen;
that learning deeply ‘with the different other’ dissolved enmity
and
that groups which challenged separating cultures could make societies more open,
diverse, just and creative.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF THE RECONCILIATION THEME
In Ireland, where once the major divisions were between christians of catholic and
protestant identities, we have become interested and attentive to divisions between
people of different faiths, between those of a particular faith and none, differences
between genders and sexual orientation identities; divides between ethnic, political
and economic backgrounds.
Reconciliation, the “overcoming hostile otherness or estrangement from the
distant other”7, is rewarding but difficult work. Corrymeela asserts that while
societal reconciliation demands a political component, politics alone is not enough.
Reconciliation has also to be embraced by individual citizens, civil society
organisations and public institutions, even though some may be, at best, ambivalent
about it.
At a time of little hope we dared to hope and secure an open shared space in
which people could imagine how a more interdependent society might be built.
Corrymeela was born out of a refusal to accept that fear, antagonism and violence
were inevitable enduring realities between us. We believed that in new and robust
relationships of trust, antagonism and fear can be overcome, especially when
embedded in restorative institutional practices 8.
Since our initial faith and political conferences in 1965-66 we have continually:
challenged ourselves and the diverse faith traditions in Ireland to examine whether
their theological beliefs promoted reconciliation or sectarianism; and maintained
regular civic meetings supporting political dialogue with the different political groups
and parties about how we might create a more open, shared, reconciling society.
On a British-Irish axis, we have hosted significant speeches by Prince Charles (twice),
three Presidents of Ireland-Presidents Mary Robinson, Mary Mc Aleese and Michael
D. Higgins, and local First and Deputy First Ministers, Peter Robinson and Martin Mc
Guinness.
Models of our future interdependence need to be imagined and developed in
spaces where each accords their ‘different other’ respect, dignity and a commitment
to live together without resorting to violence.
Human beings can become, and are, subjects, capable of shaping their own lives, and
not mere objects of others’ desires.
7
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HOW DOES SUCH A SMALL GROUP WORK FOR
RECONCILIATION?
We affirm that each one of us, in the past, may have had ‘cultural good reason’ for
the separate positions we have taken. However now we ask, “whether each one
of us can develop some new reasons to live together differently and more openly?
Since 1981 members of Corrymeela have been involved, with others, in establishing
some integrated schools for children from all social backgrounds, cultures and
traditions. Now 8% of pupils attend such schools.
Some Corrymeela Members established the Mixed Marriage Association at a time of
great violence against young people entering mixed relationships.
We support people in mixed relationships that connect people across different
social, cultural, religious and political divides. Such relationships are important
carriers of new experience about how to live differently with difference!
Many former local volunteers from diverse backgrounds established friendships at
Corrymeela, which crossed the traditional divides, and they have lasted for many,
many years.
We create spaces where people with different experiences of fear and antagonism
in our society can listen to one another.
Historically we have hosted private meetings between former paramilitary actors,
British and Irish officials, victims and survivors and local politicians.
We convene meetings to explore sensitive or contentious issues together, refusing
to accept that our futures are limited by old cultures and practices.
Some Corrymeela Members experienced the loss of their spouses or children in
paramilitary violence and established support groups for such families.
We work to secure the primacy of new relationships of trust between different
citizens if a new shared society is to be built.
Corrymeela brings people of all identities together to explore what it means to live
well together. We are active in seeking out those whose life tells a different story, to
meet, learn, apologise, change, love and live well together.
We value reasoned public discourse9 and seek to harness the energies of formal
and informal education to wider reconciliation needs.
We deliver a ‘Facing our History, Shaping the Future’ programme in collaboration
with ‘Facing History and Ourselves’, investigating historical case studies about deep
rooted violence, e.g. The Holocaust, the US Civil Rights Movement, the ‘Causes and
Consequences of the Partition of Ireland’.
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We advocate in public and civic forums that reconciliation is essential to: realising
our human potential; developing our mental well-being; and nurturing our
economic and social development.
We have local and residential programmes with: The Red Cross about welcoming
and respecting newly arrived asylum seekers; with CRUSE supporting families
experiencing the loss of a parent or sibling; with a local rural community
organisation establishing innovative job creation hubs.
We challenge our continued societal ambivalence around violence that elevates
partisan religious and political identities over citizenship.
We are working with community organisations, schools and young people
challenging a growing fascination with violence and exclusive identities.
Corrymeela believes that people such as you and I have ability, energy, insight and
courage to make things new.
Some neighbourhood partnerships uniting people from catholic and protestant
churches have lasted for thirty plus years and offer models of practice for others.
We believe that we will have a more secure place, a more secure world, when we,
eventually, realise that “you will be safe when I secure your place and I will be safe
when you secure my place-when each looks out for the other.”
We know that we are deeply interdependent people.

WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED?
IN NEW RELATIONSHIPS OF TRUST AND OPENNESS WE CHANGE.
There is a need to create shared or commonly owned spaces in societies in which
there are sharp historical, political, religious or cultural divisions.
Without the creation of such spaces offering new relationships together there will be
no new ways forward.

It is important to nurture new rituals where opposed people meet together, paying
attention to how such rituals are prepared, hosted and supported.
Human encounter and open dialogue can, often in unexpected ways, transform
relationships of distrust and deep enmity. When we share our compassion and
vulnerability, our humour and grief, our success and struggle, these elements enable
us to meet as human beings. Our fixed or sacred beliefs become less important.
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RECONCILIATION IS BOTH A RELATIONAL AND STRUCTURAL NEED
Reconciliation is both about experiencing new relationships with the estranged other
and creating structures that support such new relationships to carry on beyond our
first meeting.
Political reconciliation is important and just a starting point. It establishes
momentum, sets a direction of travel and makes a statement of intent to nurture
restorative relationships, processes, actions and structures in civic, public and
political life.

RECONCILIATION AND DAY–TO-DAY RESTORATIVE PRACTICES
The word reconciliation has a relational and structural rigour that has been diluted
and devalued in civic, public and political use. We need more restorative step-bystep approaches that inform daily practices that support peace building and keep
people secure.
A future oriented understanding of restorative practices is about giving new strength
and vigour10. It is to re-energise tired, stale relationships and nurture new life in
structures and ways of working together. It is to take us all beyond the, often fixed,
positions secured by enmity and fear.
A pragmatic ‘restorative approach’ underpinning reconciliation would be a practical
focus on:

Supporting relationships in families and schools that address tensions and
conflicts;

Supporting people resolve emerging conflicts in communities and workplaces
through mediation and negotiation;

Modelling restorative procedures and processes within civic, public and
political institutions;

Embedding restorative approaches in the criminal justice system and policing.
Such experiential work is about promoting a wider ‘restorative society
culture’11 and to give space for voices to be expressed and heard and new
relationships and structures to grow 12.
The restorative challenge is that those who are not usually heard are acknowledged
and that within more just and inclusive structures ‘the distant other’ has their place
as of right and all is changed.
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MODELLING CHANGE -CREATING NEW EVENTS, PATTERNS,
STRUCTURES AND ASSUMPTIONS
Societies with high levels of separation need cross-connecting experiences where
previously distant people meet and create together a new event, an experience of a
new dialogue or common action, a first step.
Repeating these meetings, dialogues or actions establishes a new pattern.
Repeating and refining such patterns eventually embeds new structures, new ways
of being in the midst of one another.
Eventually from such new ways becoming common practice, new assumptions about
one another and how people can act together become commonplace, a new reality
enters daily civic life.
When a new reality is established it becomes a relational fact. When “I am now
willing to trust the one who was my enemy, my earlier fears and antagonisms are
dissolved.”

ENDING SECRETS THAT DISABLE COMMON LIFE TOGETHER
Secrets destroy possibilities between people; secrets diminish the human space
between us.
Some people need courage to open up the secrets that bind us to ways of separation,
avoidance and politeness and that limit our freedom together.
When old destructive secrets such as ‘do not trust the other’ are dissolved, the task
of seeking a more open relationship becomes the explicit agenda of daily life
together. Even if we are uncertain, it is to articulate a future hope for people to live
well together.

COMMUNITY AS A PERMEABLE, WELCOMING, EXPANSIVE AND
INCLUSIVE SPACE
Everywhere we need to create more open and inclusive experiences of community 13.
Too often community, in romantic civic discourse, masks a group or ethos that has
hard boundaries of who is in and who is out.
Sandel speaks about the communities we are often now members of “being
communities of entanglement”-spaces that are rivalrous, confused, uncertain, even
close to being chaotic -whereas we need to create “communities of deep
13
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association”, relationships, places and structures where we accord one another
respect and dignity; where we empower one another relationally and where we find
ways to model freedom and possibility, not rivalry and anxiety 14.

WHAT WE NOW SEEK
Reconciliation is a most challenging concept. It is about us all moving from places of
‘comfortable separation and agreeable enmity’ to a new shared, initially
discomforting place. Reconciliation demands that we establish relationships and
structures that move us all beyond fear of and enmity towards ‘the other’.

FUTURE CHALLENGES WE FACE ARE
Robust public policies emerge from respectful engagements between civil society
and politicians. How do we, and others:

Sustain an independent critical voice in civil society that is capable of robust
engagements with politicians and those developing public policy?

Challenge the seduction of a cheap peace, often preferred to one that
demands lasting and deep reconciliation?

Continually critique exclusive notions of ‘community’ and challenge identity
based political groups? 15

Develop the primacy of a citizen-based culture?

SUPPORTING HOPE
Private Hopes need to be articulated, Collective Hopes need to be discerned and
eventually Public Hopes need to be expressed16.
As small steps to becoming a reconciled society develop, citizens need spaces where
they both hear the private hopes of others and express their own.
In reflective groups such sharing of private hopes can generate new, and common
understandings between people. They may even discern they share some collective
hopes together.
Through deep sharing in community relations groups, in faith and inter faith groups,
in business and trade union and civil society exchanges new common ‘public hopes’
might then be discerned that engage the political, public and civil society
communities.
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CONCLUSION:
Hope is goal directed thinking, hope is a forward looking emotion, hope triggers
planning and planning produces action. (V. Braithwaite et al, 2004). 17
Daring to hope at times when hope is in short supply, may be a slender strand
in our histories. Yet it still exists and belongs to long traditions in our different
continents.
I hope that people here, sharing some characteristics with my fellow members,
staff and volunteers in Corrymeela, will feel more able to face into a new
future with hope!

“It is in the shelter of each other that the people live.”

Dr. Derick Wilson MBE
Council Member
The Corrymeela Community of Reconciliation
Northern Ireland
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